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Bullseye Missile Lock System

The bullseye missile lock system was developed as an advanced missile targetting computer meant for
the NAM Terratech Multi-Role Cavalry Armor-"Nomad" and other projects to provide a system of
targetting to induce a higher degree of tracking and accuracy for The Military Corps of the Star Military of
the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia and its minimissile weaponry.

It is a recommended component for the wide-scale usage of minimissiles or when desiring increased
accuracy with a low number of limited high-powered missiles such as the NAM 'Fang' Multipurpose
Guided Missile MGM-01a

Year of Creation YE 43
Designer Nepleslian Arms and Munitions

Manufacturer Nepleslian Arms and Munitions
Fielded by SMDIoN
Availability Mass Production

History

The bullseye system was designed on demand for first usage in the, at the time, upcomming
development of the Nomad frame of powered armor as an optional and installable component devised
around slaving onto the connection between a base targetting system used for target acquisition and
connected minimissiles to increase their accuracy and tracking against mobile, smaller, evasive, or
distant targets by increasing the targeting systems processing and detail strength and by using simple EI
programming.

The system was later altered to be used in other Nepleslian systems and weapons as a design
component.

Function and Design

The bullseye system works through the use of simplistic yet advanced EI programming to differentiate
variables and parameters that often confuse targetting systems such as materials, number of targets,
heat signatures, evasive maneuvering, etc.

The system doubles as a more advanced targeting solution for mass deployment of minimissiles against
many or highly evasive targets with an up to 40% increase in munitions accuracy compared to base
missile targetting computers. It is capable of easily targetting dozens of random or selected targets and
individually guiding munitions to a target with greater ease and accuracy than a base targetting module
and can easily track marked targets even in large groups or behind cover.
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OOC Notes

Charmaylarg created this article on 2021/04/13 09:35.

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.
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